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A MAHOMEDAN YIE)V OF CmIETS. THE VIEW OF . 
THE ANCIENT IRANIA I ,(PI HINIGANS.)l, ' 
, ' 
, I 
':Ye .are Dn, the eve <;>f seeing Halley's CDmet this year Dr 
, early next year . SDme Dbservers have Introduc ~i.on. 
already seen it with their pDwerful telescDpes. 
''The DirectOrs 'Df the Heidelberg and the Cambridge ObservatD-
ries have already seen it. The DirectDr 'Df the latter Observa-
tDry has annDunced -that its appearance is like that Df a star 
'of the 14th Dr 15th magnitude . At this juncture, I hDpe t hat 
a ri accD'!lot Df the CDmets given by SDme MahDmedan histDriaI:}s 
\vill be fDund interesting, I think that a part 9f aCCDunt will 
be Df SO' me interest even to scientific men because, if 1 dO' 'nDt 
mistake, the aCCDunt Df the CDmets . by Abfll Fazl, whi,ch will 
fDrm the principal part Df my paper will he presented fDr th~ 
first time befDre the students Df cDmetDgraphy. I prD'pDse 
.dealing with the fDllDwing matter in this paper: ' 
1. TheversiDn Df SDme MahDme'dan histDrians about CDmets ; 
2. The identificatiDn Df thc CDmets seen Dr described by 
them; 
~. , An inquiry into the news Df ~fahDmedan writers Dn 
CDmets . 
List of th f) Ma- The iVl'4hDmedan authDrs whDse versiDns 
homedan authors I prDpDse giving, Dr whDm I am gDing to' 
I referred to in the f " his th f 11 . 
. paper. re er ID li paper are e 0' Dwmg : . 
1. MayDudi, whO' lived at the end Df the third century and 
'in t he first half Df the fDurth century. There is Dnly one refer-
,enC0 to' a CDmet in his MurUdj adh-DlwJw.b (Prairies Df gold). 
2. AbM Fa-zl, the celebrated Prime Minister Df king AI~bar 
-Df India. He describes in his Akbar-nameJt a CD met 
that he had seen in the 22nd year Df the r eign Df Akbar '(985 
Hijri, 1577-78 A.D). BefDre describing this CD met, he writes 
,as it were, a lDng intrDductiDn giving nDt Dnly his view Df the 
phenDmenDn Df the appearance Df a cDmet, but the view Df the 
learned Df his time. While dDing sO', he refers to' Greek, RDman, 
.Egyptian and Hindu writers Dn the subject alsO'. H aving given 
his intrDductiDn, he describes three CDmets that had appeared 
befDre his time. Of cDurse, this must be Dn the authDrity Df 
SDme previDus writers whDm he dDes nDt name. This aCCDunt 
-Df the CDmets will, I hDpe, interest SDme scientific men. As 
far as I knDW that portiDn Df the Akbar-nameh which gives th.i..'1 
, .. 
1 This paper hadl at first, appeared in nn issue of the "Revue du lIon de Musulman " 
.(40 Ann6~ No. 1) The Editor spoke of' the paper ns containing" curieuses 6t erudl tes' 
cecherches sur un poin t mal connu de I'hiswirc et <le In SCience musulmancs." 
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long account of the comets is not hitherto translated into any ' 
other language . I give my own translation in which I have-
followed the text edited for the Asiatic Society of Bengal by 
Maulawi Abd-ur-Rahim. 
3. Ahmad-bin Mahmad's N igu,ristan written in 1552 A.D. 
4. Nizam-ud-din the author of the Tabakat-i-Akbart 
5. . Badaoni, the author of the Muntakhab-al-Tawarikh. 
6. Jahangir's Waka'dt-i-Jahdngi1·i. 
7. Mutamad khan's Ikbal-nameh-i ·Jahttngiri. 
I will now give the version of the Mahomedan historians I 
have named above. I will give the versions of four in the 
words of their translators. The rest I have translated from 
the original. 
I will give at first AbUl Fazl's version about the com~ts as it. 
is the largest and fullest. As said above, I give my own tran-
slation of his version in the Akbar-nameh: 1 
n. 
ABUL F AZL'S VE R. 'ION OF THE COMETS OF 1264, 
1400, 1401 , 1433, AND 1577 IN HIS ABKAR ·NAl\IF.H. 
" In the matter of t he appearance of a tailed comet which ap-· 
peared after sunset (lit. after the time of the sitting of the greatt 
luminary which bestows favours upon the world-on the chair 
of the crust of the Earth) . 
" A Preface is written for a complete comprehension of the des-
cription of the symbol of the Heavens. 
" When the rays of the world-illuminating sun fall on the moist 
earth, it is heated by the lustre of that exhalted luminary, and, 
some of the particles of water , becoming lighter, rise upwards,. 
and mixing with paa-ticles of air take an upward direction. 
This mixture is called " vapour" (bokhar). 
"When the parched earth becomes the seat of the heat of th", 
illuminator of the world (i .e. when it is heated by the sun), the ' 
essence of moisture from its embuscade is attached to dryness~ 
Then by t he influence of the heat , particles of earth being heated 
become lighter and after mixing themselves. with air fly above 
and that inter-mixture is called steam (dakhan). 
Each of these is of two kinds. One is confined to the. Earth, 
and springs, streamlets and streams come into appearal1ce,2 
1 Maulawi Abd-ur-Rahim' s Text, ior The Asiatic Society 0' Bel1ual vol. lIt, pp. 221 
224. ' . 
2 Thls refers to the action of whl\iA bill Fazl ca lls 'laklull1 or steam H ere he .oxplaim~ 
not In a clear or d ist·inct way, how s t,reams and springs a re formed , Modern ~clen ce a.ls!> 
attributes to the formation oi st-eam the rise of eprlngs et c .. l'ro!. Anst r ad s fol\owlIlg: 
description e1ucid..'ltes what A bil i Fa zi say~ :' , 
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"The second, appearing on the surface, rises up pompously . 
From this are formed clouds, rain, hail, thunder, lightning and 
such other phenomena. Books of natural science give expla.na-
tory accounts of these very clearly. 
"Now, let a little oLthe manifestation of that wonderful image 
(viz. the comet) be written for the pleasure of the gardenground 
of information (i.e. I will now write something about the pheno-
menon of a comet for the information of my readers.) 
"It is not concealed from (i.e. it is known t.o) the writers of 
wisdom, that every time Mars attains ascendancy over the 
tract of a country, it makes the land of the count.ry dry, and 
foul vapour and steam arL'3e in large quantities, especially, in 
the commencement of the year or the season, when MaTs is in the 
10th and when the unhappy constellation may be that of bdd~ 
(i.e. that of Gemini, Aquarius and Libra) and of ata.sM (i.e. of 
Aries, Leo and Sagittarius) and when the Moon or Mercury is in 
the biUU (i .e. in Gemini, Aquarius and Libra) so that it looks 
towards them with an eye of amity. Anyhow, fields are then 
devastated and the beginning of a famine is in sight; sickness is 
prevalent; calamities gain strength, and the thread of the pur-
suit of knowledge is broken. 
" In short, when the tenacious thick vapour (rising) from it · 
seat, attaches itself to the first layer of atmosphere which are 
heated, it acquires a pleasant look ' (i.e. is illuminated), just as 
the lamp· black of a lamp becomes iIIumined from its contact 
with a lighted candle. It is then called shahO.b (i.e. meteor). 
When it begins coming down to the earth, common people think, 
that it is a star that is coming down. If that does not happen 
on account of its connection, it is not illuminated, but burns and, 
profiting by the different kinds of weather, assumes different 
forms, like those of a man with locks of hair, a person having a 
tail, a person holding a lance in his hand, an animal with horn . 
"Ot the water that falls on the earth a. rain, we have seen thnta certa in part runs 
orf the surface by rh'ers into the sea, or is eYapornt~C\ back a7.ain into the atmo!phere 
within a vpry short time. The remaining part (lisoppears. It passes into the earth's 
crust being absorbed into the soil and sur(ac~·rocks,orentering the Inn wnera ble cre vlcies 
and fissures t,hat exist in all rocks near 'the urfncc. ~laking Its way through penueable 
rocks, such as sand, or passing into natur:.1 rescn 'oirs or nloll~ some undcrground channel 
it circula tes through the earth for a time,longer or shorte r according to circmnstnncp • 
and comes at length once more to tbe surface . If it falls ill D. district grea tly above th~ 
SC(~ level, it may issue In springs at some lowcr partot the same countryjor, by the pressure 
It exerts when the rocks are full, may force out other water that has ~ ready perfontlcd :t 
long journey. If it fall s nenr the sea, It may stili be brought back lOto Circulation for 
wc know that the temperature of thc Interior of the earth is higher than at the surfa cE' : 
and It is quite posslblc that a little water, pen~tra.tJng the depths at which it would be 
converted Into steam, m8,y exercise a pressure suffiCient to ovcrcome the force of gravitv 
and help to force up large columns of water from great depths, which may elthe~ ris'o 
throullh fle,surcs at a high temperature in thennal springs, or, oozing upwards, may aga'iu 
become cooled before reaching the surfacc. It ma~' and does re·appenrin this war naturallv 
and at ordlnarv temperatures. All watcr obtninpr\ or obtainable from the interior of th~ 
eD.rth is called spring water; and all source! of water within the earth are called 8J)'r jl1~s." (PIlYfical Oeoyraplll/, by Prof. An tead, J 11, p. 21 3). .. 
or :t h(}. :li~e. " De,pending on the differences , of its ,position, it 
~~d~s soon, or la~~.s lo~g. At times, dreadful red .1 ;or black 
;9rr,p~l:l-ppep.r in it... l'he red, forms when thick add to the terror. 
When thicker, it is the black forms that cauSe terror, In ,the 
ancient l~nguage, such a form is named .sawdbi.i·najum 2 or 
Zawat'ul a,zwab 3. Everyone (of these forms) has ' a cIllierent 
name--according to its' feature. Thus 'the one with locks is called 
Zuzavabe (i. e. the possessor of locks of hair) and the one with , a 
tail is called Zuzanab (i :e. the possessor of a tail) . ' . 
·'nn lndian .books, more than 100 (names) are recounted'. ~n 
Greek booksr 7 kinds are recognized and all are considered to be (\f the nature of Saturn or Mars. Those with locks of hair and 
t hose with ' tails are Imown to · be more unlucky. Batlimus 
(Ptoltimy) says that between the · hairy comets and the sun, 
t here 'is the difference of 11 constellations. Some Greeks are of 
opinion that the hairy comets appear towards the West in the 
early part of the evening. Certainly from the repeated sight 
(of such phenomena) such a supposition call' be 'made . 
" The wise men of India divide them into two kinds and take 
them to be auspicious and inauspicious (respectively). All are 
unanimous in saying this, that its (i. e. the comet's) influence is 
reflected upon the country over whose zenith it passes or 
whose best inhabitants see it. It moves according to the posi-
t ion of the constellation in which it appears and in accordance 
with the .strength of the motion of the region of fire 4. Its 
influences appear in proportion to (the time of) its stay, (i. e.) 
the longer it appears, the greater its influences as to good or 
bad 'luck to the country. In the writings of · the - ancients, 
nirangs ( Jj~, incantations) for (counteracting) these influen· 
ces are mentioned more than can be described. " 
" Out of all (these comets) one hairy come.t appeared in the 
year 662 Hijrj&. The increaser of the splendour of the world 
(Farugh afza-i'alam) was in the sign of Leo and had gone about 11 
fingers!! down the earth (i.e. had set) in the night. The 
'Stranger thing was that (i. e. the comet) appeared to. be of the 
proportion of the head of a big man and emitted steam from its 
front. It passed (i .e. appeared) in the countries of Tibet, 
Turkestan, China, Kashghar, Farghana, Ma'wara'u'n·nahr 
1 Of the descripton of the appearance of Ralley'R comet in 1835 by Mr. Reward: 
"It glowed like a red-hot coal of oblong form ." It appeared like "a blazing rocket." (The Story of RaJley's 'comet, ill The Ninetemtl! Century oj September 1909, p. 529). 
, ' 2 Lit. Ha. keeper of the wa.rd-robe oj the stars." 
3 I. e. "mistress of locks." 
4 Gompa.re with these tbe words . "The Chariot of Fire" applied to a cemet by Mr. E . 
Vincent Reward in bis "Story of Rullcy's Comet", Tile Nineteenth CentuT1J of Septem ber 
11109, p. 512 . 
5 A. 0.1264. . 
6 A kind of measure. 
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~Transoxania) and Khorasan. It appeared for 85 days . In 'all 
-these countries, there arose rebellions. In Ttansoxania and 
Khorassan calamities of thunder! and lightning . and such 
-others appeared. 
I'Many years and-months had passed over this event and then 
in 803 2, a tailed com~t appeared in the zenith at Eftm (Con-
:stantinople). Maulana Abdallalasan and Mahiad-din Maghrabi 
with other as'trologers of that time informed Timur, that it 
~ppears from what the wise and the experienced have s~id: 
that· an army (coming) from the direction· of the East . will .be 
-victorio~s in that country and a general from that counti.'y \vill 
,assist (him). Timur (lit. that illuminator of the face of fortune), 
who was always expecting an invasion of the country, but whose 
.companions of poor intelligence did not acquiesce, attended to 
-that (prediction) and convinced the great and the small (of his 
<:ourt) of the truth (lit. gem) of his resolution and, of the insigllt 
·of the star-seers. ,. 
, ' 
" In the year 837 3, on the occasion of ~ I).ew moon ill the first 
-part of Libra, a tailed comet appeared (lit. gave brilliancy to the 
.<lay) near the 17th lunar mansion in the North. It rose -and set 
with it. After the lapse of several days, its special motion appear-
ed. From that 17th lunar mansion in the North, (a form like 
that of) a lance-holder separated (lit. assumed the face of sepa-
ration), and in eight months, took the path of the Camel. A 
.great pestilence spreading misery (round about) appeared in 
Herat and its dependencies. Every day more than a thou and 
persons died. :Mirza Ibrahim, the Governor of Fars and ·~.firza 
Bysangar Arghun, the king of Badakhshan, and Shaikh Zainud-
din Khafi died in this calalnity. A fierce quarrel, which took 
place between M:irza Shah-rokh and il{andar Kar.a-Yusef, was 
also in consequence of this (comet), 
"The learned in the mysteries of the Heavens are convinced 
.of this, that if it appears within the boundaries of a country, its 
king or his vicegerent dies. If it is inclined towards the boun-
da,ry, the property (i.e. the country of the governor) passes 
a.way from his hands 4 and plague and di.,eases add affiictions 
to the sickness of the country. udden deatb,s occur among 
the common people. 
1 Taking the word to be m'ad ~). The Bengal Asintic SoCiety's te){ t gives the word 
as kayild ( ,),~ {( ) which 18 the last star ill the tail 0.' the Lesser Bear, It also means a 
governor . But these seem to have no proper meanlU g here. III the foo t 'note, it gi\'€8 
rilyad ( ~ 1) ) ns found in another malluscri~t. I think it is mistakfn for ra'ad 
( ,),J: ) ) which suits well with the next word ( '-' '.J~ ) bnr;lk, flashin g. . , 
·' 2 A . D. 1401. 3 A. D. 1J33.. . , . 
, Cf the words of Louis le Debonnalfe on eelU g HnUey 8 comet ID 83 7 A,D. He said 
" .\ change of reign anel the denth ofnprincca reannounced by t_his sign " ('1'bc s torY of 
HnUcy's comet,ln 7'lIe Nilleteelltll e M luTY oC elltcru ber, l OO!), p. ,,1 ). 
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" A thousand thanks to God, that owing to the benedictions ofi 
the holy soul of the King (Akbar), influences and misfortunes-
have disappeared from his dominions. If, in case, such a terri-
ble sign (i.e. a comet) appears, a great calamity does not over-
t ake this country. In spite of such divine protection, that in. 
telligent person of the assembly of information (i.e. the intelli-
gent well-informed king Akbar) ordered alms to be distributed~ 
on a large scale according to the customs of the Mahomedans· 
and Brahmans and people of aU places became cheerful. The 
most beautiful thing of this great liberality (i .e. the result of' 
this alms-giving) was this: On the day Arad (Arshisang), th~ 
25th of the IIahi month Aban, at the time when the sun, 
made his conspicuous appearance in the sign Scorpio, this 
heavenly sign (i. e the tailed comet) kindled its brilliant face in, 
the sign of Sagittarius, faced towards the West (and) inclined, 
towards the North. It had a long tail. It had reached such a · 
limit, that in many towns they saw it for five months. The 
well-informed astrologers, and those skilled in the mysteries. 
belonging to the higher (i .e. celestial) assembly, explained' 
it thus ! 
That l:\mong some of the inhabited parts Hindustan, there will. 
be a scarc~ty of grain, and t.hey specified some particular places. 
The time.- of the ruler of Iran will come to an end, and in Irak. 
and Khol'asan ·there will arise disturbances ." All, that was said 
came to · pass without anything being less or diminished . A. 
short time: after, a caravan came from Iran. Some of its well· · 
informed men of truthful mind informed His Majesty of the-
death of Shah Tahmasp and of the murder of Sultan H aidal' 
and of the accession to the throne of Shah Ismail. 
The purport of all this detailed account is this : The king of 
heavenly abode (i.e. king Tahmasp) died in K azvin in the · 
begilllling of the IIahi mont,h Khordad) 1." 
Ill. 
V ERSION FROM OTHER MAHOMED.AN WORKS. 
I will now give the version of the other Mahomeclan writer!>' 
in the order in which I have named them above. 
l\{a90udi 's Ma90udi, speaking of the events of the ' 
Murudj udh· Hijri year 299 (911.12 A.C.), thus speak ' 
Dhahab. of the appearance of a comet in that year: 
c< Une grt! le enorme, composee de grelons pesant un rill, poids 
de Bagdad, tombe sur Koufah en meme temps qu 'une bourras-
que de s~occo, au mois de ramaclan ; plusieurs maisons et ooi-
t H erl" follows an acp.ount. as t o how king T:1hn ii<l) died. and Sultan Haidar wn 
murdered land Shah Ismail came to the throne. 
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tlices sont renverses . Ce sinistre est suivi d 'un tremblenient de 
-t erre qui coute la vie it un grand nombre d 'habitants. Ces 
·desastres eurent lieu a Koufah en 299.-;-La meme annee est 
·csignalee par un tremblement de terre en Egypte et par l'appari~ 
:t ion d' une co mete 1. 
In t.he year 330 (Hijri)3 there appeared a Comet whose tail 
The Version of 
. Ahmad bin Mah-
mad2 in bis Na-
:garistan about the 
.comet of 941-942 
A. D. 
appeared from the East to the West. It 
remained for eighteen days. From the 
influence of this inauspicious sign, one jarib 4 
of wheat cost 320 golden-miskdls6• When 
one ear of corn was worth a beast of 
burden' the price of wheat rose so high. 
}fen ate one another out of hunger. In the time of famine a 
'plague appeared, so (virulent) that people had not the strength 
,of burying the dead . 
. ,' At this period, at the time of evening prayer, a comet 
Nizarn- ud.din's appeared in the sky toward" Arabia, 
\Version of the inclining to the North, and continu'ed very 
c omet of 1578, awful for two hours. The opinion of the 
't wlmty-third y e ar Astrologers was that the effects would not 
:(~ ~h~578~;~rn7 be felt in Hindustan, but probably in 
' " . Khorasan and Irak. Shortly afterwards, 
. ha.h Ismail, son of Shah Tahmasp Safavi departed this life, 
;and great troubles arose in Persia"-8. 
I have given Elliot's translation, but have corrected it in one 
-place. The first part of the passage, as given by Nizam-ud·din, 
·.:runs thus : ~J).J tl:.1 ~:!).J ,.... j\.,) )J..l U,,>,,!, .J,\~ j~j 
{I) I..SJ ) /.;\..) u..) Jl~k~ .. /l.-< Yj~ o-J), )..) ~t .!a ) l...c..i 
.>..!. )e tlb l:) L..T 
Elliot seems to be wrong in translating the word "dar tarf-i 
.Amb " by " towards the East" _ The word" Arab" does not mean 
., East '. It simply means ' Arabia '. So, the words should be 
1 lbcOUDI, tradllit par Barbier de )[eYllar,I, \"01. nu, p. 281-82. 
2 In this translat ion, I have followed the t ext )lDblished in 1245 Hiiri = 1829 A. D., 
""-I t the instance of Captain George J ervi s (":-' .... L.c I.f~~ft [)l~ C)l~) 
«,. iO, 1. 16 et seq. Vide ELLIOT'S Hi,tofY ofIllflia, \"0 1. n. appendix , p. 585. 
: 3 i, e. 94Hl42 .~. D. 
, Jarib is" a cron measure equal t.o fo ur qa/lz". QaO z is a measnre containing 
.• bout 64lbs. in weight" (Steingass) 
~ " A weight of a dra m and three-sevenths " (Steillgass). 
6 Parvin. It also means Pleiades . 
1 The beginning of the 23rd year of .rahangir·s reign corresponded wit h 'J' ll e.llay', 
'; he 2nd )luharram 986 H. (11th )larch 1578). 
R Elliot's H istory of I ndia, \"0 1. V, p. ,10 7. . 
9 TabakAt·j Akbari. lIlultshi Naml K ishore'. lithographed edit ion of 1875 A.D. (I :192 
lHijri). p . 330, lIs . 3·4. 
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translated .' towarC\s Arabia " " No'w, as Arabia is in the West, the; 
words may be translated "towards the West." T,histranslation 
~ll then tall}, with the statements of BfLdaoni .and AbUl Fazl~ 
~ho say that the comet appeared in the West (y .J-~"'" maghreb) ~ 
There is one thing to be noticed in Nizam-ud-din's writing; 
He uses the word "dur-daneh" (..,..; \ J )J'" ) for a comet. I do not 
find the word in the well-known Persian-English dictionaries of 
Richardson and Steingass nor in the English-Persian dictionary of 
Woolaston. The Tubakat-i Alcbari alone uses it for" a comet.' '' 
I think this word is an attempt to render into Persian "Gurcheher, " . 
the Pahlavi ,yord for comet; which can also be read" dur cheher.' '" 
We will speak of the Pahlavi word at some length later on. 
" "Among the une~pect.ed events (one) was this that in the-
B cl ·, same year a comet appeared from the-· a aonl s " er - d' . f h W Sh h M A 
siOI1 of the com~t lrectlOn 0 t e west . hen, a ansur 
of 1578, as g iven left a long tail from behind in the corner of 
i~ his, M UI1_t a- his turban, they named him (in joke}, 
}ha b-ut-raWflL'lkh , a t.ailed comet' . The effects of this comet 
. appeared in that country." 
Badaoni, like AMI Fazl, places the event in the 22nd year of 
king Akbar's reign, while Nizam-ud-din, as seen above, places it 
in the 23rd year. Elliot thus explains the discrepancy : 
"The twenty-second year began on the 20th Zi-l hijja, 984: 
and being a solar year, it extended over the whole of Hijja 985, 
and ended on the 1st day of 986. The oversight of this fact 
has given rise to some confusion in the dates about this period; 
and the events here recorded as having occurred in the twenty-
third year.of the reign are placed by AbUl Fazl in the twenty-
second 2." 
Wherl identifying the comet of king Akbar's reign later on,. 
we will see that it appeared in 1577, the 22nd year of Akbar' 
reign. 
The version of the author of the Wakiat-i-Jahangiri about 
the two comets that appeared in 1618 ·in. 
Jahangir's Wu- king Jahangir's reign runs thus : (ELLIOT'S. 
k 'a'At-i J a hilngid . History of India, vol., VI. p. 363). 
" Saturday, 17th zi-i ka'da3 Several nights before this, a.. 
little before dawn, a luminous vapour, in the form of a column, 
1 Lees and Ahmad Ali's Text, \'01. n, p. 240 1.16; p. 241 I. 5, I give 11\)" translation 
from this text. Vide I..owe' translation, \'01. h, p . 248. Vide also L'Empereur Akbar 
]lar le Comte F . A. De Noer tradult de I'nllemand par O. Bonet-Maury, vol. I, 1). 262. 
2 EUiot·s History of In(/ilt , vo1. V, p. 403, no. 1. 
a Th. yea r was Hijri 1027, A.D., 1618 . 'l'he dat~ corrcs]lOnds to 10th March 1618_ 
V ide Elliot's History of I II(/ia, Vo1. VI, p. 356. 
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ha.d made Its appearance, and ev.ery succeedq'tlg night ,it. arose 
half an hour earlier than on the preceding ni~ht. 'Whell'it had 
attained its full de, elopment, it looked like·~speat ,\vith ~he tw'(j 
ends thin, but thick about the middle. : It ·· ,\WI.S a little Icurved 
like a' reaping-si.ckle, 'with its back towards:"the South, ' and its 
edge towards the North. On the date above:rl'lentiohed;it rOSe 
three hours before sunri e. The astronomerS' measured its size 
'with their astr.olabes, and, on an average of different ob erva-
tions, it :was found to extend 24 degrees. I ts course was in the 
empyrean, heaven, hut it had a proper motion of its own,- inde1 
pendent of that firmament, a it was retrograde-fiist ~ppearing 
in the sign of the, corpio, then in that of the Scales , It de'clina: 
tion was southerJy. Astrologers call such a phenomenon ai 
spear, and have written that it portends evil to the chiefs of 
Arabia, and the establishment of an enemy's power over them, 
God only knows if this be true . . , . 
, .. SL"{teen nights after its fir. t appearance, a comet appeared in: 
the same quarter, having a shining nucleus, with a taU in appear-
ance al?out two or three ~rards long, but in the t.ail there was no 
light . or splendour. Up to the present time, nearly. eight years 
have elapsed since its first appcalance, and when it disappears, I 
shall take care to record it, a well as the effects which have 
resulted from it. " 
From the above extract, perhaps one may be led to suppose 
that the comet continued to . appear for eight years. We will 
explain this matter later on while identifying this comet . 
. The version of Mutamadkhan, in hi'! IkMl Nameh-i Jahftn-
Mutamsdkhiln's giri, about the first of the comets of 1618 
I It b H-n tI ID e h·i runs thus, (ELLI01'S: History or India, 'Vol. 
Jah~ngiri. VI, pp. 406-7): ~' • 
, 11 On the 16th of December, an hO).1r and ,a quarter before the 
daown of the day, there appeared in the atmo phere a vaporous 
matter in the shape of a column, and it was seen half an hour ear-
lier every succeeding night. When it appeared in its full fono, it 
resembled the shape of a javelin. It was thin at both ends, 
and thick and crooked in the middle like a. sickle. Its back.was 
towal'ds the south, and its face toward the 'north. The astro-
nomers measured it ize by means .of an a t.olable, and upoh a 
comparison of different ob ervations, it was found toO extend 
over 24- degI;ees. It moved with the highest of tb,e hfilavens; but 
had a proper motion ofits own; so that it first appeared in the 
sign of Scorpio, and in a short time left it, and entered that of 
Libra. n also had a outherly declination. Astrologers, in their 
books, mention such a phenomenon under the name of a jave-
lin. Sixteen nights after it appearance, a star "\la SC!-)Il in the 
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same direction, the head of which was luminous; but its tail, 
which was two or three yards long, emitted no light. It was in 
·consequence of its appearance that a pestilential disorder (waba 
() ta/un) spread throughout this extensive country of Hindustan, 
which exceeded everything known and recorded in former ages, 
nor is there any mention made of such in the authentic works of 
the Hindus. The pestilence arose in the country one year 
before the appearance of the phenomenon, and continued to 
Tage for eight years . It was also through the effects of this 
phenomenon that a misunderstanding arose between His Majesty 
:and the fortunate Prince Shah Jaban. The disturbances which 
thus originated lasted seven or eight years. What blood was 
s hed in the country l and what families were ruined! 
" At. this time it was le;trnt from the petition of Bahadur Khan, 
governor of Kandahftr, that in the environs and dependencies 
,of the city, the mice had 'increased to such an extent that they 
left no trace of eit.her crops or fruits. With the greatest diffi-
-culty, perhaps, only one-fourth of the produce was saved to the 
-cultivators . In the same manner, the fields of melons, and the 
produce of orchardc; and vineyards were totally destroyed; and 
when no fruit and no corn remained 'in the gardens and in the 
;fields, by degrees the mice all died off ." 
IV. 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE COMETS. 
We will now proceed to identify the comets described by the 
.above-named Mahomedan authors. Mr. J. Russel Hind's book 
-on comets has been of great use to me in identifying them. 
'The comet referred to by Nizam-ud-din's Tabakat-i Akbari and . 
by Badaoni's Muntakhab-ut-TawarXkh is the same as that which 
is the fourth in the lic;t of Abul Fazl; so they do not require a 
separate i~entification. We will proceed in our work of identifi-
.cation in the chronological order of their appearance. The 
.oldest comet referred to is the one mentioned by Ma9oudi. 
The comet of Hijri 299 (911-912 A.D', referred to by 
. Ma<;oudi, is Halley 's comet in one of its I. Mayou'di 's M 
,(' omet of 912 A.D . previous revolutions . r. Russel Hind, in his 
book on Comets 1 gives a table of the most 
probable epochs of the perihelion passages of Halley's 
-comet, commencing from 11 B.C. Therein we find its 13th 
.appearance in 912 A.D. Thic; date corresponds to 'Ma9oudi's 
Hijri date 299. 
1 'l'/'e Cometk, h~,r .T. Rllssel1Iind, 1. 852 , p. 57. 
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. Elliot 1 surmised that the comet of Hijri 330 (94;1,-942 A.D. ), 
: ,. : ::' . ' referred to in the Nigaristan,Was . Bailey's 
2. The . . comet comet one of whose probable ap~arance has 
referred to In the' . A D' H 
Nigiiristan. been. reckoned to be . ill 9.30: '. 1, e 
surnused that, as there IS always a difference 
of a few months between each per-iod of its appearance, due 
to the action , of planets and to other causes, this difference 
of nearly 11 years may he accounted. But Russel l Hind has, 
in his book2 on Comets, given a list of the epochs of its 
perihelion passages on former occasion, from the date of its last 
appearance 1835 A.D. to II B .C. We do not find in that list 
its appearance in 941 -942 or thereabouts. So for the present, 
we must take it as an unidentified comet. 
The first comet referred to by AbOl Fazl is that , of the 
year-1263-1264 (Hijd 662). This comet is 
3. AQflI Fad's comet ID of Fergusson's list 3. It passed, 
comets. its perihelion on 6th July 1264 at ,6 h., 50' 
39", according to the meantime of 
Greenwich4 . :aIr. Hind says of it that it was a great comet and 
that "it was accompanied by a train fully 100° long, agreeably 
to the Chinese description, while European contemporaries tell 
us, when the head was just clea,r of the eastern horizon, the 
tail stretched past the mid-heaven westward, which seems to 
indicate an extent of more than 90° {; 
Further on, Hind speaks thus of this great comet: "One of 
the grandest comets mentioned in history is that which 'made 
its appearance in the middle of the yea,r 1264. It is recorded in 
terms of wonder and astonishment by nearly aU the historians 
of the age : no one then living had seen any to be compared to 
it. It wa. at the height of its splendour in the month of August, 
and during the early part of September. When the head was 
just visible above the estern horizon in the early morning sky, 
the tail stretched out past the mid-heaven towards the west, or 
,vas -fully 100° in length. Both Chinese and European writers 
testify to its enormous magnitude. In China, the tail was not 
,only 100° long, but appeared curved in the form of a sabre. It" 
movement was from Leo, through Cancer and Gemini, into 
'Orion. It continued vi ible until the beginning of October, his-
torians generally agreeing in dating its last appearance on the 
2nd of October, or on the night of the death of Pope Urban IV., 
of which event it seems to have been considered' the precursor. 
I Elliot's Hi4ltOTV oJ 11l.di(l, vol. m, p . 506, n. 1 
2 The Oomet8, by J. Russcl Hind, 1852, p. 57. 
3 PsrUU8son', Astronoml/, explained upon Sir Isaao Newton's principles, by Dnv 
Brewster, 1811, vol. ill-p. 360. 
• The Oomets, by J . .l,ussel Hind, 1852, p. ]27. Hind gives the hom as 1.51 
:.-. 
:; Ibld p. 12. 
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" Some rough approximations tp the elements have been at-
tempted'in the first imtance by Mr. Dunthorne, in the mjddle of 
the last· Ce!ltury, and subsequently, by M. Pingre, the weU- ... 
Imo\\''D F rench ,writer upon the history of comets l ". ; 
According to Russel Hind , the comet of 1556 which according:, 
to Fergusson's list passed its perihelion on 21st April was.. : 
the same comet appearing after a period of 292 years. 'JJhen, it ' 
was not nearly so conspicuous as in 1264 but still was I I a great 
and brilliant star2 " . It seems to have gradually lost its bril- , 
liancy. Hind3 predicted its return between 1856-1860. Two· 
comet 4 ~aye appeared within the period in 1859 and 1860, 
but none has been clearly identified with it. 
AbUl Fazl, referring to the sign of Leo, also says, that it was , 
seen in Tibet, Turkestan, China, Kashghar, Fraghana, Mawara'-
unnahr (Transoxania) and Khorassan, and that it continued to, 
appearfor 80 days. From this, we see that it was a great comet 
and was seen even in China in the farthest east. All these facts . 
and the year identify AbUl ¥azl 's comet of 662 Hijri as the· 
great comet of 1264. 
We are not able to identify the second comet of AMI Fa,zr 
(Hijri 803 A.D. 1400-1401) with any of the comets in the lists 
given in modern astronomy. 
Coming to his third comet (Hijri 837, A.D. H33-1434) I 
thinldt is the ame as that of 1433 referred to by Russel Hind' 
in his lis,t of comets. It passed its perihelion on t.he 4th or 
5th of November 1433. It was also observed by the Chinese 11. 
The fourth comet referred to by AMI Fazl (Hijri 985, A.D~ 
1576-1577, is the comet IX. of Fergusson's list,7 which passed 
its perihelion on 26th of October 1577. Russel Hind also gives, 
thi'! comet in his li'3t8. It was of this comet that Tycho 
Brahe found" that it had no diurnal parallax and that it was 
t·herefore situated at a much greater distance than the 
moon!J " . . This comet has been identified by Elliot 10. 
1 Ibid .. pp. 116·l17. 
2 The Comets, p. ,117, . 
3 Ibid." p. 122 . 
• Newcornb's A stronomy f or E verybodlJ j 1003, p. ~74 . 
. 5 The Comets by Itussel Hind , p. 127. 
(I Ib'uf ., p. 141. 
7 FerfJII ' 0~~ '3 A stronomy, b:); Brcwster, Vol .. II, p.360. 
s T'~ Comets,. by .T. R ussel Hind, p . 128. 
9 Per!J"8.0>~·. A strollomy, by Brewster, vol. n , p. 3GS . 
10 ElIiot'8 H ~~tory of I ll' /;2, vol. \' , p . .\.07. 
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'l'he Wakidt-i Jalul,1/giri refers to two comets that appeared 
The comets in Jahangir's reign. Both appeared in the· 
referred to in the same year (Hijri 1027 A.D. 1617-1618) and 
Wsk's'At-i Jabiin- after a short interval. We also find both. 
¥~i. an.?- in. thE' from Fergusson 1 and' Russel Hiud2 that Ja~~n:u.neh'l two comets had appeared in 1618. The · 
• gIrl. first had passed its perihelion on the 17th, 
of August 1618 and the second on the 8th of November 1618. 
Hind speaks of the second as " a splendid comet" and as ,. one 
of the finest ever observed 3". But according to the Wakiat-i· 
Jahangiri, it was the first that was more splendid. Of tho 
second, he says, that it appeared sixteen nights after the first 
and that there ,vas no light or splendour in its tail. In connec-
tion with this matter of difference between the Mahomedan 
writer and the later Christian writer, it is worth noting, that 
according to Hind, the observations of Kepler on the first of the · 
two comets were" somewhat imperfect .4" 
From the description of the Wakial-i Jahdngirt, one may he· 
led to think that the comet continued to appear for eight years. 
But as the lkbal-namm's description of the same comet, which, 
to a certain extent, follows that of the Wakiat-i Jabangiri, 
points out, the reference is to the supposed disastrous and 
unlucky influences of the comet. These were believed to have 
lasted long for nearly eight years. 
We will here give a list of the comets referred to in this pal)er, 
which will present to the reader, at one sight, 
A List of comet . the dates of their appearances and an idea of ' 
their identification. In giving the Christian 
dates of the Hijri years of the Mahomedan authors, I have 
followed t his rule: 
" From the given number of ~fahomedan years, deduct 3 per 
cent. and to the remainder add 621'64". The corresponding 
rule for vice versa is: "From the given number of Christian 
vears, deduct 621 . 64 and to the remainder add 3 per cent. of-
the same." Wollaston gives, at the end of bis English-Pe1·8ian· 
Dictionary, a list of the l\fahomedan years and their corres~ 
ponding Christian years. 
1 FerguBBon's A stTO'nomy. by Brewstcr, Yol. II , p. 360. 
~ The Comets, b y RusseJ Hind, p . ]2 • 
3 l bilt., p. 144 . 
• l/.id., p. 144. 
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,;, . : IChri·· t' I rUJrI I s mn' 
year . year. I M v identification of -the Come~. ' ' 
299 911-12 Halley's Comet in 912 
A. D. 
330 941-42 Unidentified . 
:3. AM1 F~zl's Akbar- 662 1263-64 The comet wpich pass-
nameh, ed its perihelion on 
, 6th July 1264. 
4 . Ditto 803 1400":'01 Unident,ified ., 
-5. Ditto 
'6, (a) Abul Fazl's Ak-
bar-nameh. 





·1 . The Wakiat·i Ja· 
·hangiri. 
(b) and Ikbal·namE'h 
'8. The Wakiat-i J a-
hangiri. 
837 1433- 34 '1'he comet \vhich, ac-
cording · to Russel 
Hind, passed its peri-
helion on 4th or 5th 
~ovember 1433. 
985 1577-78 The comet that passed 
its perihelion on 
26th October 1577. 
J027 
1027 
1 (j] 8 The comet that passed 
its perihelion on 17th 
August 16J 8. 
16] R q'he comet that passed 
its perihelion 011 8th 
November 1618. 
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AN INQUIRY L.~TO THE VIEWS OF THE~ 
MAHOMEDAN WRITERS ON · COM~TS: 
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-YVe will now examine the statements of these ·Mahomedan 
authors at some length. All ' of them, ~th the exception hf 
Abill Fazl, have mostly described the appearances ofthe .comets 
which fell under their own observations or whose o1)servations 
were noticed by some previous :writers whose descriptions they 
followed. It is Abfil Fazl, alone, who, not only describes the 
appearances of the comets, but enters.into a kind of desCription 
about the theory of their formation, etc., so, we will examine his 
. tate ment. and, where necessary, see how far he is supportcd 
by other Mahomedan authors and by other ancient writers. 
Abul Fazl's 
views. 
The contents of Abill Fazl's long articlo 
on comets in the Alrbar-namih can be divided. 
and examined uI,lder the following heads: 
1 0. The general theory explaining the phenomenon; 
2°. The influences attributed to their appearance · by tLe 
people; 
3°. The view of the pishiniga.n, (i.e., the ailCients), referred 
to by him, and their nirangs or incantation.prayers to avert 
the influences of the comets. 
Abill Fazl connects this phenomenon with the formation of 
Abul :F'a.zl's 
theory. 
what he calls bo/char (i.e., vapour) and dakhan, 
(i.e., steam). To speak of it in the modern 
scientific phraseology, he connects it with the 
phenomenon of evaporation. He says that its appearance is 
due to the . vapour floating in the air, as the result of the 
process of evaporation. But, though the vapour is thus always ' 
in the ail:,. the appearance of the comet 'is rare. So he says 
that itS appearance in the heavens is due to a particular 
position of the planets Mars and Mercury in the heavens. 
; • As to the theory about the presence of 
. c?mpa~ison of : vapours in the comet, we find th~t modern 
hiS view With the .. f h d • 
modern view. SCIentIsts also re er to t em an say that the 
luminosity is due to them. Sir George 
Gabriel Stokoo~ says pn this point : 
" There can no longer be any doubt that the nucleus consists, 
in its inner portions at least, of vapour of some kind and we 
must now add incandescent vapour; nor does th~re ~ppear to 
be any reasonable doubt that in most comets this vapour 
1 Nature Series, BurnUt Led"ru 0" Light. by Slr Oeorge Gabrlcl Stom, 1S0:!. 
pp. 210-213. 
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~onsists of, or coutains, some volatile compound oicarbon, unless 
it be carbon itself vaporized by the heat of the sun. , Now it is 
,conceivable that if the nucleus of a comet be endoweO. with an 
. atmosphere, or perhaps even coated with a liquid, having in a 
high degree the combination of the transparent and athermanous 
~haracters of glass, its temperature when exposed to radiation 
from the sun might rise much above what ,we might have · 
·~xpected a priori." 
Though Abul Fazl's reference to vapour~ iu the comet is cor-
rect even from the modern scientific point of 'view, his inference 
that the vapour is the vapour rising fromroU'r'carth is .wrong. 
He takes it to be an ordinary meteorological (phenomenon 
which is not correct as the comet appears iu the ' ultra-telTestl'ial 
. r egions. AbUl Fazl refers to terrestrial . ev-aporation, while, 
~ccording to the modern view, it is the evaporation of a vola-
t.ile liquid of an objeet in the ultra-terrestriall'egions. The 
.lkMl-nameh-i Jahangiril also connects the phenomenon with a 
• vaporous matter in tbe atmospbere. The Wakiat-i-Jahangiri 
.a loo speaks of "a luminOlls vapour.2 " 
It is one of the features, which a comet generally takes, 
t hat seems to have led AbUl Fazl and ot.hers to nssume that 
lit is a terrestrial meteorological phenomenon. As pointed out. 
·by Prof. Newcomb,3 one of the t,hree features which a' comet 
~mbodies is that of the nucleus which is surrounded by "a cloudy 
nebulous mass like a little bunch of fog, shading off very gra -
nually towards the edge." The comet" looks . like a star shining 
through a patch of mistoifog." . So, it iR this mistyorfoggy ap-
pearance that seems to have led AbUl Fazl and others to con-
·ceive the appearance of a comet to be a terrestrial phenomenon 
,occurring within the limits ofthe strata of the e~rth's atmosphere. 
'rhus, Abftl Fazl and some other Mahomedan authors partially 
r eflect the views of the early ag~s of science. Fergusson says : 
. , In th early ages of science, the comets were regarded as an 
.assemblage of small stars that ha.d a~cidentally · coalesced into 
·one body, and afterwards they were bpJieved ' t.o be simple me-
t eors or exhalations generated by inflammable vapours in the 
'earth's atmosphere."4 
The ,view that comets are atmospheric phenomena was held 
upto as late a.~ Tycho Brahe's time. . Astronomer Heath thus 
speaks on this point: "The ancient philosophers believed that 
comets existed in the earth's atmosphere. This idea was first 
\ Elliot's HistMrJ of India, Vol. VI, P .• 06. 
2 'ElIiot's l1istof'l/ o/I"dia, vol. VI, p. 363. 
3 .11.81'0l&0'III.11 /or R~6f'l/I-od1J; 3 popular exposition of the wondel'll of the lJe ... ven~ , b)-
.prof. Simon Newoomb, with an Introduction b y Sir Roberl R. B.U,' 1903, -p. 265 • 
• • P ... ~"01l·. AII,on_l/, by Dr. Brewster, 1811, vol. n , p . 3M·n . 
• 
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-explodeq by Tycho BraM, who showed, by actual measurements, 
that ·the comel; of 1577 moved in a space at a distance from the 
earth farther away than the moon, and therefore far beyond the 
confines of the earth's atmosphere1• " 
Abul F a z 1 • s 
-view about the 
' ~orms assumed by 
t he comets. 
While c.'Cplaining the origin of the ap-
pearance of the comet, AbOl 'Fad speaks of 
the various forms which the comets assume. 
He says that the comets aS8U1,ne the following 
forms : 
(a) A man with locks of hair ; 
(b) A person having a tail ; 
(c) A person holding a lance in his hand; 
(d) An animal. 
(a) The first form mentioned by AMI Fazl, .. viz" Ithat of a. 
person wit,h locks, is that which is also referred ' to by 'modern 
scientific writers on comets. They say that the nucleus. or the 
central nebulous mass is 'surrounded by a hairy mass. The very 
word "comet" is derived from " coma," the lattn woid for hair 
because it looks hairy. This hairy portion is cal1ed " .coma." 
The nucleus and the coma together form what is called" head." 
We find that the use of the word •• head " for a part of the body 
of the comet, which is hairy, is ancient. The 'Bundehesh,2 a 
Pahlavi book of the Parsees, speaks of the ' head and tail 
(royashman va dUmb) of a comet .. 
. One ofthe several Persian words for a comet',is "zuzuab," i.e., 
the possessor of locks of hair. A story is told of Prof. Barnard 
showing ~ photograph of a comet to a lady. On ,looking at it, 
she is reported to have said: .. Why ! that comet.106ks as if it 
had been out all night."3 That remark can be more ' true from 
. the point of view of its hairy portion than from that of its tail. 
(b) The second form of the comet; referred to by AMI Fazl, is 
that of a person with a tail. One of the several Persian words 
fora comet is" zuzanab", i.e. ,the possessor of a tail. Our general 
notion of a comet is this : that it is a. tailed star, and that, as 
such, it always carries a tail. So, AbUl Fazl's distinction bet-
ween the comets, as those with locks of hair or hairy comets 
and tailed comets, appears strange at first thought. But we 
must remember that, at times, the comet 'is ' not seen in 
all , its perfection. Generally, the nucleus , or the part which 
forms the hairy portion is not seen at all, and' at · 'Other times 
it .is the tail that. is not seen at all. Prof. tNewcomb 8ay~ 
1 Tile TWMltWh ?e"''''lIAlz... 0/ P0111J14r AatrOHOmll, by ~'JJon:a8lrcatJl 1003 p 93 
2 Chap . . XXVIII, 44, S. B, E., vol. 1880, p. 113. • .' .•. 
3 ' Modcm ':AslrollOmll , by 'furner,loo1, p. 226. 
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.on this. ' point.: . ,i ConietS differ en.orm.ously in ' mightriess. ~' 
S.ometrrnes, a' 'telesC:.opic q.omet" has ' no visible tail; this 'h9wever 
is thEi 'dase'.oniYwhen the 9bject ~ 'extremely faint.' ,S.ometimes 
als.o, the nucleus is alm.ost wh.ollY wanting." Again/we .. must 
remembei' ,that the .observati.ons in Iridia in the times .of Abftl 
Fazl !~lp51:-1602 : A:D.), were madc 'with the naked ,eye and' n.ot 
with ,; telesc.opes. : The Walcidt-iJahangiri, while s,peakirig .of '(it 
c.omet ,in' the time'.of Jehangir, the'success.or .of Akbar (i.Q. 1618], 
als.o says that in its tail "there was no light .or splend.our." 1 
Accerding to Badaeni, the auth.or .of the Muntakhab-ut 
T.owarikl:!, the tail .of a c.omet, which h;;td appeared in 985, Hijri 
(1577-78A.D.) in the reign.of king A.kb'ar (1542-15054.11). had 
suggested a j.oke in the case .of a. c.ourt-ier. Shah Mancf-ir, who 
.occupied the p.ost .of Divan, used to keep the end .of his turban 
hanging . behilld him .over his heaq. The recent appearance .of 
the comet suggesteq the idea, t.hat. the end '.of the turban hlUlg 
.over lthe baqk of his head like the t~il .of the cemet. S.o,in jDk~ , 
he was called Sitarah-i·dunbalah (,....I l::.j u ~) t::.....)Z i.e., a tailed 
star .or cemet. . ",',·.1· .. . • , 
(c) , '1;he third' lermattributed by AbUI Fazl t.o a cemet, viz. , 
that of , a p~rSen with, a 'lance ' (nezeh) in his hand, is .one which 
is ndt refe~d t.o by mDdern scientific writers en cDmets, but it 
isreferrEid ·t.o by Pliny.3 'Other Mahemedan auther!;! besides 
AbUrFa~1 have attributed tD .c.omets ferms .of instruments. The 
Wakiat-i Jahangiri, while speaking .of a c.omet that appeared 
in the 13th year,.of the reign.of J~hangiri (Hijri ,1027, A.D. 1618), 
says that it appeared '. lik!Oi a , spear with the tw.o ends 
thin , but : thick ab.out , the middle. ," 3 The Ikbal-nameh-
Jahangiri als.o ,speaks .of the' f.orm aEj that .of a javelin5, 
S.ome European writers als.o refer t.o ,the c.omets as assuming 
the f.orms '.of instruments. ' F.or example" Sigebert. says . .of the 
c.omet thjl-t app~ared in'1066, the year .of the N.orman c.ollquest, 
that to it!3 train "hung a' fiery sw.ord n.ot unlike a dragQIl's 
" . , ., \, 'I 
tail. ~ ,an0t~~r ,place we, read .of a c.omet appearing like 
a Turkish scimitar. ',' 7 , . , . . , 
(d) The f~urth , f Qrm supP.ose'd t~ · be ' assumed by the ~Qm~ts 
acc.ording t.o · Abftl :F'azl is that .of· an animal. The P/lohlavi 
Bundehesh alsQ seems 't.o refer t.o this ,fQrm. ' 
1 ElIiot's H istorY oJ Inflw., voI. VI, p. 364. . 
% Th~Jlfu~aJ:1lab aHa,earikh, edited by Dr. Lees and lIfunshi Ahmad AlII 1865, vol. n , 
p. 240, 1. 1& l :¥>!"e's :tr~nslation, 1884, vol. 11., p. 248. Eliiot's Hisfm1l f) India, l'ol. V, 
p . 407, nO 3. ' , , 
3 Pliny'sl(!'tural fli~tOrv, vp1. n, chap. XXII. Bosto~k and Rlley's trans1atlQo, 1865. 
vol. I " p. 56 
• ElIiot's Hi~tlWll 0/ India, vol. VJ, p. 363. 
5 Ibid., p : 406. 
6 The story of HlIllcy's Comet, The Nineteenth Century of September 'l909, p. ·51~. ~ Ibid" p, 520. ' . r ... . " 
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Pliny l:refers to the following forms assumed by the comets :-
~word, d art, horn, deity in a human form, ' spear, spire, knot of 
fire; and -flute. 
,. ' 
VI. 
THE rnihjJENOE AriRI~UTED ' BY THE PEOPLE TO 
, ". A COMET'S APPEARANOE . . ' , 
~. Vince~t Heward in his .. Story of Halley's Comet 2 " , says 
of HalleJ's comet tbat .. it. is closely associated with ay-epts which 
hav~ contributed lar~ly towards moulding the ,destiny of 
Eur.ope." One can say that that statement is true, to . ,a gre~t 
or less extent, of many great comets. Abfrl Fazl's s~atement 
about the beliefs in a comet's influence is a reflection of the 
general belief on this subject, 
Abfrl Fazl, on the authority of ancient writers whom he calls 
Abdl Fazl's 
version of the 
influence of the 
comets. 
"writers of wisdom ", says that;· as a result 
of the evil influences of a comet .. a famine 
is in sight, sickness is prevalent, and cala-
mities gain strength." Further, :on, p.e refers 
to the dethronement of kings, etc. ,If by the 
.. writers.of wisdom" he means the pishinigdn or .. t~e a ;nCients " 
referred to by him in another passage, we will see, ' later . on, 
that the Pahlavi Bundehesh refers to all these ' calamities 
mentioned by Abfrl Fazl. We find from other Mahomedan 
authors also that the fear about the evil influen~ of the 
comets was well nigh general. : . ' 
The following statement of Fergusson is a reflection of what, 
according to Abfrl Fazl, was ' th~ 'general 
.ItB comp~ri?on belief of those in earlier times'. ' F~rgusson 
With other flllIll lar savs: .. During the ages of bar, ,bariBm, and 
viewB. ';' 
superstition, they were regarded ' as thc 
harbingers of awful convulsions, both in the political: a~d in the 
physical world. Wars, pestilence and fam:in,e, the 'qethrone-
ment of kings, the fall.of nations and the ' more" ~larming 
convulsions of the globe, were the dreadful evils w~lCh they 
presented to the diseased and terrified imaginationS of mell . . 
Even at . the beginning of the 18th century, tbe,' ;friend and 
companion of Newton (Mr. Whiston) regarded them," as the 
abode of the damned "3. ' 
There are a number of theories about the origin an,d cause of 
the deluge. One of these is, that it must be due to ' a comet 
1 Pllny's Natural H istof"/l, vel. lI, chap. xxn and_ xxm. Bes,tock and Riley's 
transla.tloD, vol. I, pp. 65·58. '. " . 
2 PM Ninetunth Cellluf"/I o/ September 1909, nO 391, p.609. ' 
3 F'ergu'${Jn'8 ABlronomll by Dr. Brewst~r.181l, "ol.II, p. 352. , 
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which may have come into collision with the earth. Fergusson 
and also Dr. Whiston, an astronomer-a contemporary and 
friend of Newton, -held this view. Fergusson says as follows 
<:I n this point: .. We must confess, that if a naturai cause is to 
be sought for that great event, we can explain it only by the 
shock of snme celestial body. The transient effoot: of a comet 
passing near the Earth, could scarcely amount to any great con-
vulsion; but if the earth were actually to receive a shock from 
one of these bodies, the consequences would be awful. A new 
direction would be given to its rotatory motion, ana 'the globe 
would revolve round a new axis. The seas, forsaking their 
ancient beds, would be hurried by their centrifugal force to the 
new equatorial regions ; islands and continents, .the abodes of 
men and animals, would be covered by the universal rush of 
waters to the new equator, and every prestige of human indus-
try and genius at once destroyed. The chances against such an 
event are, however, so very numerous, that there is no dread of 
its occurrence. "1 
Halley is reported to have said of th~ comet that bears his 
name that" if so large a body with so rapid a motion'were to 
strike the Earth-a thing by no means impossible-the shock 
might reduce this heautiful world to its original chaos." 2 
It seems that the very mention by those whom Abftl Fazl calls 
" writers of wisdom," of the chances, however remote, of a catas-
trophe, has led many men, even of the intelligent class, to be 
a fraid of the phenomenon. It has led them to prayers and 
ceremonies to avert such misfortunes. They attributed their 
escape to their devout prayers. Though they believed that 
the general disaster was averted, they attributed. ~rtial disas-
tera, like that of an invasion or of a dethronement, a famine or a 
pestilence to that phenomenon. 
Again, it was not only in India and Persia that such a fear was 
gcneral. We find that it was common in many ' nations both 
a ncient and modern. Abt1l Fazl, in his account of: the comets, 
refers to ancient Greece, Egypt and Rome. All ,these countries 
had superstitious fears of these comet'). Among the Greeks, 
Aristotle, among the Romans, Ammianus Marcellinns and Pliny, 
a nd among Egyptians, Ptolemy refer to this fact. 
Ammianus Marcellinus is reported to have said that " comets 
foretold the ruin of great conditions. " 3 
1 FeYUWl,on', Aslronomy, P. 353. 
2 The Nineutllth Century of September 1909, p. 513. 
II EneyclopO!dUl oJ Antiqllit ies, by Rev. l<'osbrokc, 1825, \'01. Il, p'. 676. 
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Pliny devotes two chapters (Bk. II, chaps. XXII and XXIIT) 
"to comets. 1 He divides them into several classes according 
to their form and appearance. In his long description of form 
.and appearance, we find the following forms referred to by Abm 
Fazl: 
1. " Shaggy with bloody locks and surrounded with bristles 
like hair." Some" have a mane hanging down from their lower 
parts like a long beard. " 
2. "They shine like a sword." One had the appearance of a 
. spear. 
According to Pliny" it portends something unfavourable." \I 
These unfavourable prognostications depend upon the different 
forms and appearances that it assumes. 
Pliny refers to a comet that appeared in the time of Cresar 
(44 A.D.). Halley has identified this comet with that of 1680 
A.D. whose appearance is said to have led both Newton and 
Halley to believe that "the comets were perhaps controlled in 
their movements by the same influence as that which .. . held 
the moon in its orbit." 3 It was the study of the observations 
of this comet in 1680 that led Halley to observe and study more 
carefully the comet which appeared in 1682, whose next appear-
ance he foretold, and which is known by his name. . 
According to Ptolemy, referred to by Abm Fazl, ., comets pre-
sented an omen especially unfavourable to kings." 4 Milton is 
believed to refer to this opinion when he says of a comet in his 
Paradise Lost. "And with fear of change per plexes monarchs." 
Milton thus speaks of the belief referred to by Abm Fazl that 
pestilence and war result from the appearance ~f a comet : . 
On the other side, . • 
Incensed with indignation, Satan stood 
Unterrified, and like a comet burn'd, 
That fires the length of Ophiuchus huge 
In the arctic sky, and from his horrid hair. 
Shakes pe"tilence and war. 6 
Gibbon6, on the authority of Halley and others, gives an 
:account of the different appearances of the comet of 44 A.D., re-
ferred to by Pliny. It has the period of 575 years. While 
speaking of its appearance in the time of Justinian, Gibbon says 
that "the nations, who gazed with astonishment, expected wars 
1 The Naltmd Hut01"1l of Pliny, tram latcd by Bost{)ck :md Rlley, 1855, vol. J , PP. 
55·58. 2 Ib«l., p. 57. 
2 .. The Story of Halley's Comet," by E. V. Reward In The Ni~tUtlth Ctntuf1l, DO. 
3~~t September 1909, p. 509. . 
• Iota., p. 67, no. t. 
:; Paradise Lod, Bk. IT,ll, p. 70 etsge. 
6 The Decl_1e and Fall 0/ R',man Em~iTe, 18U, vol. Ill, P. ] 
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and .calamities from ' tliei.J; , baIiefllt influence; and these ~xpecta-­
tions .lWere abundant1y:fulfllled. ; ~ ~ . 'He enumerates its follQwing 
appe8irances,i-;-' :J "",,' ';';,i :1; ,I" ';, [ , , ( 
. • . " ' , ' ", . I • 
1. ' 'Its appearance 'ill 1'767 'B.C. ' fu' connected with the ; ~radi. 
tion which Varro has preserved "that under the reign of Oxyges, 
the father. , of: Grecian , antiquity; th~: planet Venus changed her 
colour, size, . .figuJ<e all;'<\l ;c.~·Se . ,", ? ;" ,: .. ' 
2. Its second appearance in 1193 '13.0. '!is darkly implied in 
the fable of Electra"the seventh of the ,Pleiads, who have, :been 
reduced to six since the time of the Trojan war. That nymph, 
the wi:fe ~ D~den~"was ;u,oabl{l ,to support the ruin of her 
country; she ,a\>a~q.oneq. F4e dances; of her sister orbs, Bed from 
the Zodiac to the North pole, and o4taine~, from her dishevel-
leq locks, the n~me of the ' co~i.:~ '3," From tlris descrip~ion we 
find! .t4?,~ th.e~cOnie~~",c~li~¥~ ~.'~, ~J>~, just as it is st;Vrled as a 
pan (flmv) m. the' 'Ave'st~ 'and Palila'Vi; 'as will be seen later on. 
" 3: ' T~~, thir4 i~~~af~~c~:\,:~~' ~ :618 :8:9 .. " ~date~ha~exactly 
agrees with the tr,emeI},d.cius comet ,of th{l Sybil, ~nd 'perhaps of Pli '" "4 .. ' . . 1 I ,I," ,'" j \ • 
ny . ...... ) ',' I y;, ':." ",:. ' .. " , 
' 4. ,The' fourth appea:r~nce, 'was in 44B.C. when it appeared 
as a long-harred sta,-r in Rome . . ' It was believed to have ,.' conveyed 
to heaven the diriIie S",o:ul ofthe dibta't.or(C/Esar)." 6 
. 5. The fifth ', a:Ppearaitoe' \vas , , as ,. 'said above, ill 531 A.D. 
during the 'reign of Justinian. ,.' ,:, '.'" , 
6. The sixth appeg,rance: was in : ~ 'i06 A.D. Even the Chi· 
nese have a record of thisa'PpearatJ.ce~ .. This was the time 'of the 
Crusades, and both Crusaders and Saracens took omens from 
its appearance. 
7. The last appe~til,ile~ \vasiu"1680 -A.D. " 
• • I I .' ~ " '!) ••. 
: ,. '! . I \'; ~ vn~ .,' !., 
THE PlsHtN!GAN '(i: e. )THE ANCIENT IRANIANS AND, 
THEIR NIR~NG$~ REfER'RED TO ' BY :AB"OL FAZL. 
AMI FazJ. ~ his ' l~ng , aecourit' of ,the comets, refef03 Fo~ the 
Pas·h.n~(1.t~' orthe ri.nments ano says that they had many nirangs 
to counteract e~1 iI}1ll,lerices 'li1m those resulting from 'the ap-
pearance of co:Qiet.~. j Let us examine here in a sepa'rate section 
the following points ,tlIlthiSsubject. ' . 
. A. Wh~ wer~ th~ pishiniga.n 1 
R ' What wei:e their nimng'8 1 . ' 
C. What had'the: pishlufgilll to say ab.out the come~ , ~ 
I Ibid. 2 Ibid. a Ibid. pp. 160.161. ' ., ' , 
• The Decline alld Fall oJ'ltofJl,(J iI E,il:/lire , 1>. 101. 5 lbjd 
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·The plsh'wyan or the ancients, ' referred to by AMl Fazl, were 
:' the ancient PerSians who ' professed. the J\lIaz- . 
A. WlJo 'wer(> t he dayac;:na.n faith. In the .:Palilavi ',DinkardL, 
PVlhinigAn ? the p1shi nligiln are identified with ~he por·iyo-
tlcesluin. This word is used :in tbe Persian 
translation. from the Pahlavi, of the letter ' of Tosar or Tansar, 
the Chief Priest and the Prime Minister of the .coUrt of Ardashir 
Babagan, the founder of the Sassanian dynasty, ·.to,Jasna 'fshah, 
the king of Taba,ristan. Tansar has used this )vord2, as . well as 
the word avalyan3 (~,-=IJ I), in the sense,' as Darmesteter4 has 
said, of poriyo- tlcaeshan, who were the ancient. J.lfazilaya9nans 
of Persia in the time of Zoroaster. 
·The word nirang used by AbUI Fazl is originally a Pahlavi 
B. What were the 
nirangs of th e 
pishinigiin ? 
word. Darmest-eter flays : .. Yirang est le 
terme pehlvi pour les acte liturgiques et par 
suite pour les indications liturgiques5 ." The 
word signifie more than t bis . It has the 
f~llowing different significations:- 1. Ritual. 2. A prayer 
formula used on particular occasions and in particular cere-
monies. 3. A prayer formula used a. a charm or amulet for 
averting an evil. 
As an example of the use of thc word in t he first sense, the 
Parsees have a ritual or ceremony ealled:S irang-din or nirang-i din 
(l~t. the ritual of religion). It is a long ceremony for the cou-
secration of the .gao·mez or the urine of a sacred bull. From 
the name of the ceremony, urine itself i at times called nirang. 
Again, there i~ a Pahlavi book which i' called ~jrangistan, be-
(!ause it refers to rituals. . 
I think that the Pahlavi word nirang is another reading .... of 
.loo , 
the Pahlavi word n imi· or nirn wltieh is 
Persian niru () ..;;) meaning strength or 
power. 'rhe same Pahlavi word that can be 
read nimi is read nirang. A nirang, whether 
it is a ritual, a prayer formula, a charm or amulet, or an in-
cantation, gives to its performer, possessor, or reeiter, power 
or . strength, e peciall~' mental power or strength as the result 
of faith. 
Origin and mean· 
ing of tho word 
nira ng. 
'I The Dinl·arrf.J by Dast u7 Dr. Pesltota" B ehra",j i San;al!~ vol. IX, Pnhlavi tRxt 
p. 4,;1. I. 20. vide The Zand Pahtavi GWSBary , by Dastur .tlosh:mgji and Dr. Bauo: 
Introfluction, p . x..'CX\', b. \1. Poryotke.Mn i pisbinigan. T' ide also the text of the Sad-
dar.j Beber-I tavU, chap. Xli, wherein l..-tng .Tamshed is spoken of as one of the piShinlllan. 
% J ourllal.Aswtiquc, go seric, t. nI, Mars·anil l 94, p. ~1\1, 1. 3 • 
• Ibi(l., p. 211, J. 12 • 
• . Ibid., MaI·juin 1874., pp. 514-15. 
L~ z nil A~t8ta, I , In t rod uct ion , p. 9. 
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In the Pazend Afrin-i Gahambarl and in the Afrin·i Arda-
farvash, we find the word niru in the sense of 'strength,' used with: 
cognate words. We :read there AOj, zur, niNt, tagi, amavandi, piroa-
gari hamd fravash-i ashodn be-rasoo, i.e.," May the strength, . 
. vigour, power, force, success, victory all reach the holy spirits ' 
of the pious2 ". This word, niru, when it occurs similarly in 
the Afrin-i Rapithavin occurs as ninti . The sentence runs thus : .. 
"Pa aoj, va zor va niru-i varz pirozgar-i Dadar Ahura Mazda ",. 
i.e .. "With the strength and vigour and power of the triumph-· 
ant splendour of Dadfirl Ahuramazd3 " . This word niru-i ag. 
written here, may be clearly read nirang. 
Dr. Steingas~4 give a Persian word niruyish ,-,c..:~ J y.; as· 
meaning" divine decree, fate ", and.by pntting a mark of inter-
rogation before it, seems to have some doubt about the word. 
I think this word is the same as" nirui ", which, in the above pas· 
sage, is associated with divine splendour. The final i (u)' 
which forms abstract nouns in Persian are written in Pahlavi 
and Pazend with a letter c:. which can be read both sh and 
"ya." For example the Persian "shadi" for joy, whichis Avesta 
shaiti, is written in Pahlavi "shadih ". But in the Pazend, 
the word is written and read" Shc1dish ". We have a nmnber 
of such readings of abstract nouns in the Pazend Afrin-j 
Haft Ameshashpandan 6. 0, Dr. Steingass's Persian word 
nirllish is nothing but ninti, which has originated the word 
nirang. 
T!'rom' this short examination of the etymology and meaning 
of t.he word, we see that the word "nirang" has acquired the 
sense of incantation, charm, etc., because it gives power or 
stren!rth to those who have faith in them. 
We have a number of nimngs still existing among some of the 
Pazend and Persian books 0 f the Parsees $ 
few Parsee intended to be recited on certain occasions 
Kira!!gs. to a vert certain maladies, evils, and _evil 
influences. I have given some of the nirangs 
1 Pile PextoJ the Fravashi. AJrilloo,ns alld Afrills, pub!ishccl by E rvacl Tehmuras Dio- · 
shnw Aoklcsaria, 1883. p. l!Hi. ACrio·i aa.hamliar, 4. 
2 Ibid., p. 17 . Darmes tetcr translates this sentence thn : Que la vigller, la force 
la puissance, la fe nnetc. la~cendant vlctoricux vipnn cnt nux F ravnshls cl es Sain ts") ~ L6 
Z elUl .4festa, Ill, p. 1 1. 
3 )1r. Tehmuras's Pe:tt, p. 2:!3, Afrin ·i llnphithavan, 21. 
• Persian·Enolish Dictionary, p'. 1441 . 
5 .Hrio·i Haft Ameshaspallll, 15, Ervacl Tehmllras's 'I'ext, p. 10J. 
6 ride Revayet of Di\ri\b Honnnzdyiir. Bombar University · Library l\Ianuscrip. 
VOl. I, folios 155·165. 
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in my. papers1 read before the Anthropological SQciety · of 
Bombay. Among the nirangs that now exist, we do not find 
any speciai lnirang enjoined to be recited on the appearance 
of a comet~ But it seems certain, that latterly, in ancient 
Persia, some · of the natural phenomena w,ere believed to 
bring with them some calamities. As I have said in my 
paper on . " A few ancient beliefs about eclipse and a few 
superstitions based on these beliefs 2 ", it was usual among 
the Parsees, until a few years ago, to say prayers on such 
occasions and to recite especially the Mfih bokhtar Nyaish 
in the praise of the moon during lunar eclipses. Mr. Gaspard 
Drouville 3 said of the Zoroastrians in Persia in the early 
part of this century that: "lis adressent leurs prieres au 
soleil, et les jours d 'eclipse sont pour eux jours de desolation 
et de deuil; ils se prosternent alors la face contre terre et ne 
se relevent qu'au retour des rayons de cet astre ". 
We will see further on, that the comets were believed, as it 
were, to belong to the class of paris, or fairies. So we have 
several Parsec Nirangs still eAisting, and still recited by many-
t.hough not on occasions of the appearance of comets only-
in which paris (fairies) are mentioned, and it is prayed that their 
influence may be averted. One of these nirangs is that 
]mown as the "Nirang of the Vannant Yasht". The other is 
that known, as the " Nirang of the H aoma Yasht 4 ". The 
third nirang of this kind is the "Nirang-i kusti 5", i .e., the 
praye!" recited on putting on the sacred thread. The fourth 
is that known as the Nirang-i dur kardan-i Zulam-i divan 
va darujan G i .e., the Incantation for averting the oppressive 
influence of the Demons and Drujs. 
Now, we come to the third part of this section. Let us exa-
. mine here briefly what the Pahlavi books of 
. C,. ~hat have the pishinigan or ancient Persians have to 
plsbmlgan to say II h b' t f t 
about comets! say genera Y on t e su lec 0 come ·s. 
Before considering this subject, we must first 
of all note, that in the Pahlavi Bundehesh, wherever comets 
are referred to, they are generally r eferred t o together with 
meteors. 
1 (a) ChanlUl or alllulets for SOUIC dise9.S('s of the Ere. The Journal of tile Anthropolo-' 
aical Sociay of Bombay. yol. Ill, 1894. p.33 et s~q.; (b) Nirang·j Jashan- i Burzignriin, 
iJrid.....:.> yol. .V 1000, p . 398; (c) Incantations for cutting the hair and t ile nails, ibid., \'01. ' 
VIll. 
2 J ournal of tile Anthropological Society of Bombay, yol. rn, n°. 6, p . 360. 
3 Voyaye en Puse,fait e" 1813, t. Il, p. 193 . 
• Vide Spiege\'s A vuta translated by Bleeck. Khordell At·e~ta. \'01. UJ, p. J 90, L. X" ~ 
Vide The Pauml ,l'extst.,;;dlted by Er.ad E<!alji Kershaspji Antlu and published by the 
Trustees of the Parsec r unellayet of Bombay, p . 174. 
5 SpiegeJ. Ibid., p. 4. 
Il V ide the Pazmd Texts, edited by E . K . \.ntia , pp. 1 1- ~. 
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. Alm,ost all scientific writers of the present daytreat ·of Comets 
. and Meteors in the same chapter ' or divisicin 1 . 
. i\<Ieteors an d Thev think of these as being two. phenomena 
~o:;~ 't it cI~SS~d of ';ell nigh the same kind. Some of the 
PahJavi bo~ks ~ In meteoric showers 'are believed ·; to ,be the 
, disintegrated parte; of a comet. ' For example, 
the Perseides are believed to be connected with Swift'S' Comet or 
the Comet ITL of 1862. The .Andromedes are believed to be 
the disintegrated portion of Biela's Comet. The .Ly.rids are 
connected with the comet I of 1861 . The Leonides: are con-
nected with the comet known as the Temple. Pro£. Newcomb 
conn~ts these together and, while speaking of them tinder the 
heading " Connection of Comets and Meteors", says :.: . 
" These obje~ts had originally formed part of the comet and had 
gradually separated from it. When a comet is disiiltegrated 
.... those portions of its mass which are not completely dissi-
pated continue to revolve around the sun as minu~ particles, 
which get gradually separated from each other in consequence 
of there being no sufficient bond of attraction, but ·. they still 
f?llow each other in line in nearly the same orbitY' 
The Pahlavi Bundehesh, though it does not specifically refer 
Reference to 
the come ts in the 
Bundehesh. 
to any connection between the comets and 
meteors, speaks of them together. ' At t~es, 
both these bodies are mixed ' up . :togetlter. 
It refers to the comets in chapters xxxv, :18, 
31. The fifth chapter, which is a chapter on a part of Astro· 
nomy, after speaking of the planets; speaks of two heavenly 
bodies as "C'ru1'cheher va duzdo mushpar dumbohorrJllnd." Dr. 
West translates these words as "Gocheher and the ' thievish 
Mushpar, provided with tails3" . Here the word ".G-ocheher, " 
as suggested by Dr . West, refers to meteors. The . word 
" Mushpar" from its epithet dumb.homand, i .e. " wi~h tails" ie; 
evidently for the comet. For this heavenly body 'of Mushpar 
(comet), it is added: "The sun has attached Mushpar to its own 
radiance by mutual agreement, so that he may be lesS able to 
do harm"4. ' -
In the 28th chapter we have the words" Gocheher royasllman 
va dumb va mush parik.i dumb·homand" i.e. Gocheher head 
and tail, and the tailed mush parik. Here, we find that both the 
words "Gocheher" and "Mushparik" refer to comets. The 'words 
" head and tail" attached to Gocheher show that the word 'I Goche-
her " also refers to comets. 
1 The T wentieth Century Atlas 0/ Pop l</a r A.stronorny, by'fhomas Heath, 1003, chap-
XIH,p.02. , 
2 PrOf. Newcomb's A stronomy for Everybody, pp. 281·283 . ' . 
3 S. B. R, vol. V, 180, pp. :!l·2:? -l Tbill., p. 22. 
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Then we find two more references to Gocheher in the 30th 
chapter of the Bundehe:;;h. In the first place, it says: "Gucheher 
chegun dayan sepeher min tahi bina bara val zamik nafnmet 1 w 
Dr. West thus translates the sentence: " As Gochihar falls in the ' 
celestial sphere from a moon-beam on the earth2." Here he 
akes the word " Gochiha,r " as referring to a meteor. But Windis-
thmann reads the word as "Gurzcheher" and translates it as· 
e, Komet Keulenkopf " i.e. "a club-headed comet". Justi, reading . 
it Gurcheher, says of it that it is .. name eines Kometen ,. i.e. 
the name of a comet. Again, we read in the same chapter 
(Chap. xxx, 31) : "Gochehermarpavanzakayokshestvatakhtah. 
Suzet" i.e . .. Gocheher burns the serpent in the melted meta." 
From all these references in the Bunde-fo;:!::t~. words hesh, we find that the comets are known as 
(a) "Gocheher " and (b) .. Mush or Mush-
parik." 
(a) As to the word Gocheher, we find that the word itself 
varies in various manuscripts, and, even when written in the· 
same way in some manuscripts, it is read by scholars in. 
various ways, because some of the letters of the Pahlavi . 
alphabet admit of various readings. Taking both these facts 
into consideration, we find that the word can be, and is, read 
as : Guchihar, Gurchi har, Gurgchihar, Gurzchihar, Durchihar, 
Gurzdar, Gurgdar. The words may respectively mean" cow-
faced, boar-faced, wolf-faced, mace or club-faced, far-
faced, club-keeper, wolf-keeper". Some of the several words 
for. a comet in modern Persian as given by Richardson 
in his English-Persian Dictionary are juzahr (;.Ib j ,~) . 
guzchahar (ji~ j!~) , guzchaharah (~ji-;-- jl)· Dr. Steingass, 
in his Per.~ian-English Diction:zry, gives the words gawaz-chihr 
(p. 1102, fi~ j,n and jauzahr (p. 378, jIb),~) for a comet. 
Nizam-ud-din in his TabaMt-i Alcbari gives the word 
J 
.. dur-daneh" C"j\ u) u ) for acomet. All these words then are de -
rived from the Pahlavi word" Gurchihar," which can be, and 
which is, read variously in Persian. The Persian words for a 
comet settle this, viz. that the Pahlavi word" Gurchihr "and its 
equivalent readings in the Bundehesh more generally refer to · 
.. comets" than to " metoors ". 
Now, coming to the meaning of the Pahlavi word, we find 
that the" comet" has derived its name, either form its apparent 
1 Vide my Bultdehesll, p. 158. 
2 S. B. E., V, p. 125, chap. XXX, 1 . 
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'!form of an animal like the cow, boar, or wolf, or of an instru-
ment like t he mace or club. These Pahlavi words then show 
that AbUl ]'azl, when he said that the comet assumed the forms 
·-of animals or of instruments like the spear or javelin, had the ' 
·'Support of the Pahlavi writings, the writings of the ancient 
Persians whom he called the lJishinigan, i.e. the ancients. 
(b) Coming to the second word in Pahlavi for a comet, viz. 
Mushpar, we do not find that it has given an equivalent word 
to Persian for a comet. The word occurs twice in the Bunde-
hesh (Chap. v., 1, 2 and Chap. xxviii, 44). That the word is 
used for a comet is evident, because it has the appellation dumb 
hornand, i.e. " with a tail ", attached to it in both the places. As 
the words" 1'oyashman va dumb" i.e. "head and tail" are 
:attached to the word Gochihar, and as the word" dumb" homand-
i .e. "with tail" is attached to "Mushpar, " I conclude, that 
the Pahlavi writers divided comets into the following two 
·dasses : 
1. Those which were quite distinct, and which appeared, 
both with their heads (or to speak in the modern scientific lan-
'-guage) with their nucleus and coma, and their tails ; 
2. Those which appeared rather indistinct, i.e. those whose 
tails only appeared. 
I think AbUl Fazl's division of the comets into two classes, 
viz. (1) the Zawat'ul-zawab, i. e. those with locks of hair and 
the Zuzanab i.e. those with tails, corresponds to the above divi-
s ion of the Pahlavi Bundehesh, viz. the (}LLchiha1'and the Mushpar. 
As to the meaning of the word Mus-par, it is difficult to settle 
it. In an old text of the Bundehesh, in one place (chapter 
XXVIII., 4), the wordi s given as .1l1ush-parik 1 . Thi., Mush-par or 
.J.l1ush-pairik is the Mush-pairika of the Avesta (Yasna XVI, 8 
Lxvrn, 8), where the words Mush and pairikaseem to have been 
used as two separate words. The Avesta word pairika is the 
'flame as Pahlavi parik, Persian pari, English fairy. Thus we 
fi lld, that" Mush", the A vesta and Pahla'vi word for a comet, has 
the word pairika or parilc or par, meaning fairy, attached to it, 
both in the Avesta and in the fahlavi. Similarly, we find that 
the" Meteors" which belong to the same class of bodies as the 
" comets ", are referred to in the A vesta (Tir yasht 8) as belong-
ing to a class of fairies . . 
It appears from some of the Pahlavi books, that at one time, 
the ancient Persians distinguished between the Sun, the Moon 
and the Fixed Stars on the one hand, and the Planets, the 
Comtl'ts and-'Meteors on the other hand. The former belonged 
1 S. D. R, vo\. V, 1880, p . 22, n. 1. 
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to the class of the creation of Spenta Mainyu, i .e. the Good 
Spirit and the latter to that of the creation of the Evil Spirit 1. 
In the Pahlavi Zadsparam (chap. IV, 3), the Planets are 
represented as being opposed to the Sun and the Moon. The 
reason, why the Sun, the Moon and the Fixed Stars are repre· 
sented as belonging to the creations of the Good Spirit and the 
Planet and the Comets and Meteors to those of the Evil Spirit, 
seems to be this: What is orderly and systematic is said to 
move in the path of Asha i.e. Righteousness or Order. What 
-is disorderly and unsystematic is opposed to Asha and is said 
to move in the path of the Dravant i .e. the wandering. Now 
~, planets ", as their very English word (from its Greek root 
signifying to wander) implies, are " wandering stars ", as com-
pared with "fixed stars" . So, they are represented to belong 
to the class of the Evil Spirit. 
The fairies, according to the ideas of the ancient Persians, be· 
.longed to the class of the creations of Evil Spirit. Pairik, 
Parik, Par or Pari, the Iranian word for a fairy, comes from a 
root" par" meaning "to tempt, to enchant." The ancient 
word fairy also comes from a similar root (fier, to enchant). 
Thus, the wandering bodies of comets and meteors were termed 
fairies, as belonging to the class of the creatures of the Evil 
Spirit. 
This idea of considering the Planets and the Comets and 
meteors as belonging to the class of the Evil Spirit, seems to be 
a later one. It does not seem to be early Avestaic. This ap· 
pears from the very names of the planets . They all bear the 
names of some of the Yazatas or good beings named in the 
Avesta. For example, the planet Jupiter is called Ormazd 
(Ahura Mazda). Mars is called Behara,m (Verethragna). Venus is 
,called Nahid (Anahita). The Ulama-i I slam 2 says, that Ahura 
Mazda had given these planets good names. Thus, the idea of 
attributing evil influences to the meteors and comets, which we 
see in later Pahlavi books and in the Persian books of Mahome-
dan authors, seems to be a later Iranian one. 
We find a reference to the comets (Mush-pairika) in the 
Avesta also. They are referred to in the Yasna (XVI 8, LXvn 8). 
'The Pahlavi translators of the Avesta render Mush.parika by 
Mush· parik 3. The Persian rendering of this is .. mush yani 
1 The Bundehe8h, chap. XXVITI, 43-45; S. B. E., vol. V, 1880, p. 113-114. 
2 FTaqment8 Telati/ aala Religion de ZOTOIUtTe, Extraits des Manuscrits Persansde la 
BibilotMque dn Rai, Paris, 1829, p. 5. Vide Blochet·s article " Le Livre lutltul~ L'On-
.lamA-i-Islam "in the Revue de I'Hi8toire de, Religions, 1898. 
a Spiegel's Pahlavi Vrndtdad, p. 96,1. 1. 
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pari haramzad 1" i.e. "Mush-" i.e. "the ill-born fairy: ;,. 
In the above Yasna, we find faint allusions to the belief, that the 
appearances of the comets were opposed to the prosperity of a 
country. 
Now, as to the word Musha, which forms the first part of the 
word Mush-,parika, Mush-parik, or Mush-par, it comes from the ' 
Aryan root" mush" to injure. The word seems to be the same 
as Persian Mush VJ.Al, English" mouse. " So, perhaps, one 
may take it that one of the animal forms which the comet, ac-
cording to Abm Fazl, was believed to assume, was that of the 
.. mouse." Prof. Harlez derives the word from the root" mush " . 
.. to steal, " which we find in the Sanskrit word mushnilmi i.e. a 
thief. If we take that to be the proper root of the word, the 
Pahlavi word " duzina " (Persian duzd .,) j.,) ) i.e. " a thief, " . 
which we find in the Bundehesh applied to Mush-par, . supports 
that assumption. Dr. Mills2 asks:" Is it possible that a 
plague of mice is meant, • mush' being here undeclinable 1 " 
This reminds us of what is said in the Mahomedan work, above 
mentioned, the lkbdl-nameh-i Jahdngirt There, in the account 
of the phenomenon of a comet that appeared in the 
13th year of king Jahangir, it is said: " In the environs and de-
pendencies of the city, the mice had increased to such an 
extent that they left no trace of either crops or fruits. With 
t,he greatest difficulty, perhaps, only one-fourth of the produce · 
was saved to the cultivators. In the same manner, the fields 
of melons and the produce of orchards and vine-yards were 
totally destroyed, and when no fruit and no corn remained in 
the gardens and in the fields, by degrees the mice all died off 3". 
The Bundehesh (Chap, v) says of the comet that .. the sun 
has attached Mush-par (i.e. the comet) to its own radiance by 
mutual agreement, so that he may be less able to do harm 4." This , 
statement refers to the movement of the comet round the Sun 
alluded to by AbUl Fazl and referred by modern scientific wri-
ters, who say that, moving under the influence of the Sun, jt 
always describes a conic section, the curve of which is' in the 
form of an eclipse, a parabola or an hyperbola. 
The evil influences believed to be resulting from the appear-
ance of a comet as mentioned by AbUt Fazl are thus referred 
to in the Bundehesh : .. By them, these ten worldly creatures, 
that is, the sky, water, earth, vegetation, animals, metals, wind, 
light, fire, and mankind, are corrupted with all this vileness ;. 
I My manuscript of the Avesta·Pahlavl-Perslan Yn~nn, vol. I, p. 183. 
2 S. B. E., voI. XXXI, p. 257, n°. 2, Yncnn XVI, 8. 
3 ElIiot's Hi8101'V 0/ India, vol. VI, p. 407. 
• S. B. E., vol. V, 1880, p. 22. 
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:and from them calamity, captivity, disease, death, and other 
evils and corruptions ever come to water, vegetation and the 
{)ther creatures which exist in the world1". 
The Bundehesh thus refers to the terror struck among the 
people by the appearance of a comet: "The distress of the 
earth becomes such like as that of a sheep when a wolf falls 
upon it 2." The Avesta3 ' Pahlavi, Pazend4 and Persian 6 
books, when they went to speak of a great alarm or terror, 
use this simile, viz. "that of the sheep being frightened by the 
coming of a wolf in their midst." 
1 BIIIldehesh, chap. XXVIII; S. B. E. , vol. V, p. 114. 
2 Ibid., cha.p. XXX, 18; S. B. E ., vol. V, p. 125. 
8 Velldidad, XIX, 33. 
4 Airin·i ArdAfarosh. 
5 Le Li"rc des .oi8ar par Mohl, vol . I, p.365. " II apcrcut ses hommes de goerre qui 
avalent cur de Pelephant" comrae un e breb;S Qllar.d oUe voitla face du lour." 
